The Sky's the Limit with New Package from Four Seasons
Resorts in Scottsdale and Santa Fe
Explore the American Southwest with Four Seasons and RYL Jets
February 16, 2015, Scottsdale, U.S.A.

Discover the beauty and romance of Arizona and New Mexico with the Explore the American Southwest
package, offered by Four Seasons Resort Scottsdale at Troon North and Four Seasons Resort Rancho
Encantado Santa Fe in conjunction with RYL Jets, a global private jet brokerage firm.
Guests will begin their journey at either hotel, and then be whisked away by a private charter flight to the
other destination. Alleviate the long lines, luggage restrictions and limits on liquids with a seamless transfer
aboard a luxury aircraft, arriving fresh and ready for the experience that awaits at each property.
“Santa Fe and Scottsdale are two complementary destinations, and only about a one-hour flight apart,” says
Regional Vice President and Four Seasons Resort Scottsdale General Manager Vince Parrotta. “RYL
Jets makes it easy to experience both cities over a long weekend, providing a private chartered flight in
between for the ultimate ease of travel and comfort.”
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The Explore the American Southwest package includes a two-night stay at both Four Seasons properties
in Scottsdale and Santa Fe – inclusive of a welcome amenity and complimentary upgrade at each property
upon arrival – and a private chartered flight between the two properties, with transfers from Scottsdale and
Santa Fe Airport. For the one-way charter flight, guests may choose between aircraft options ranging from
twin engine turboprops such as the Piaggio Avanti, very light jets including the Phenom 100, and light jets
such as the Hawker 400 and Citation CJ2.
Guests may further customize the package with specialized programming in each destination. In Santa Fe,
guests can satisfy their inner foodie with an interactive night at the Chef’s Table with Executive Chef Andrew
Cooper. Or, head out for an adventure trek with Adventure Partners, the property’s onsite adventure
experts offering a range of customized programming. In Scottsdale, go behind the scenes with Executive
Chef Mel Mecinas in the Chef for a Day program. Or, become a Cowboy for a Day with partner Arizona
Cowboy College and learns the ins and outs of wrangling, roping and riding the range.
To make reservations, contact Reservations Manager Brad Bauscher at 480 513 5044.
About RYL Jets
RYL Jets is a global private jet brokerage firm specializing in client-focused air charter solutions.
Designed to cater to the needs of both business and leisure travellers, RYL Jets offers bespoke
programs ranging from on-demand charter and jet card membership to aircraft leasing and ownership.
By upholding the highest standards in aircraft safety, comfort and service, RYL Jets allows its clients to
travel the way they live: with distinction. For additional information about RYL Jets, call 877 391 6161 or
email inquiry@ryljets.com.
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